
1 Some features require Android Enterprise.
2 Not available in all languages or countries. Not available on all media or apps. See g.co/pixel/livetranslate for more information.
3 Google Assistant and some related features are not available in all languages. See g.co/assistant/languages for updates to language availability.
4 Requires a 5G data plan (sold separately). 5G service not available on all carrier networks or in all areas. Contact carrier for details. 5G service, speed and performance depend on many 
factors, including carrier network capabilities and signal strength. Actual results may vary. Some features not available in all areas. Data rates may apply. See g.co/pixel/networkinfo for info.
5 Android security updates for at least 5 years from when the device first became available on the Google Store in the US. See g.co/pixel/updates for details. 
6 Compared to earlier models of Pixel phones.
7 Maximum battery life based on testing using a mix of talk, data, standby, and use of limited other features that are default in Extreme Battery Saver mode (which disables various features 
including 5G connectivity). Battery testing conducted using two major carrier networks. Battery testing conducted by a third party in California in mid 2021 on pre-production hardware 
and software using default settings, except that Extreme Battery Saver mode was enabled. Battery life depends upon many factors and usage of certain features will decrease battery life. 
Actual battery life may be lower.
8 Charging speed based upon testing with device batteries drained to 1% and charged with Google 30W USB-C® Charger; sold separately. Charging testing conducted by Google in 
mid-2021 on pre-production hardware and software using default settings with the device powered on. Charging speed depends upon many factors including usage during charging, 
battery age and ambient temperature. Actual charging speed may be lower. 

Personalization

Pixel has the tools you need to get the job done
Zero-touch enrollment makes it easy to deploy devices in 
bulk while a variety of management APIs customize your 
device for your business.1

The Android Enterprise Recommended seal of approval 
boosts workforce confidence while personal and 
corporate profiles create OS-level separation between 
personal and company data.

Security

No-stress security
Pixel’s Titan M2TM security chip, Google Tensor processor, 
at least 5 years of Android security updates5, and Security 
hub make Pixel even more resilient to attacks6 and ensure 
that private data stays that way.

Modernization

Innovation at your fingertips
Save time and effort by automating processes and 
accelerating workflows.

The custom-built Google Tensor processor uses artificial 
intelligence and machine learning capabilities to help 
enhance the user experience, Live Translate2 sends 
colleagues secure messages in languages other than your 
own, Google Assistant3 tackles your to-do list, and 5G4 
features like Duo HD screen sharing help you collaborate 
with colleagues over a video call.

Value

Premium performance at an affordable price
Pixel offers premium technology (including high-res 
display, a top-of-the-line camera, and AI-powered 
Google Assistant3) at an affordable price point.

More information
https://pixel.google/business/

Battery life

Say goodbye to costly downtime
Pixel’s Adaptive Battery keeps employees productive on a 
single charge and Extreme Battery Saver7 helps your 
phone last up to 48 hours, even on 5G4, while charging up 
to 50 percent in around 30 minutes.8

High-level overview

Pixel is the Google-powered smartphone that’s built for 
business. Easily customized, deployed, and managed, 
Pixel combines industry-leading security features with 
the latest Google technology, empowering businesses to 
reimagine the way they work and equip employees with 
high-performing mobile devices.

Google Pixel
Built for business 


